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Summary

Breeding programs for livestock breeds as well as companion animals can have various
objectives, which may include increasing the genetic gain, reducing inbreeding coefficients,
recovering the original genetic background of a breed that had been mixed with other breeds,
maintaining the diversity of native alleles, or increasing the genetic distance to other breeds.

The free R package optiSel enables to set one of these objectives as priority and to ensure that
the others improve in accordance to the settings of the threshold values for the respective
constraint. In contrast, current software packages for optimum contribution selection (OCS)
are not able to handle all these conflicting objectives of animal breeding programs
simultaneously. The package also offers functions for estimating the required kinships, native
kinships, and native contributions from pedigree or marker data. After the optimum
frequency of use for each selection candidate is obtained, mates can be allocated to minimize
the average inbreeding in the offspring.

Computation of optimum contributions for up to 1000 selection candidates took less than 2
minutes on a 3.40 Ghz PC, but increased considerably if the number of selection candidates
was higher. Different OCS scenarios have been compared. In all scenarios, there was little
additional gain if the number of selection candidates was larger than 1000.
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Background

The classical approach to optimum contribution selection (OCS) proposed by Meuwissen
(1997) attempts to maximize genetic gain at a predefined rate of increase in mean kinship.
However, if this approach is applied to local breeds that had been upgraded with high-
performance breeds, it may result in a depletion of the genetic diversity at native segments
and displacement of the native genetic background (Wang et al. 2017a, 2017b). Hence,
breeding programs for these breeds should have the additional objective to recover the
original genetic background of the breed and to maintain the genetic diversity at native
segments. For increasing the value of a breed for conservation, an alternative to recovering
the original genetic background is to increase the genetic distance to non-endangered breeds.

In contrast, for many companion breeds (e.g. dog breeds), the overuse of sires from popular
breeders have depleted their gene pool. For these breeds, the main objective of the breeding
programs is to decrease the inbreeding coefficients by minimizing the average kinship in the
population and allowing limited gene flow from other breeds.
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Current software packages for OCS are not able to handle all these objectives of animal
breeding programs simultaneously. An alternative is the use of general purpose software for
optimization, but formulating the OCS-problem as required by the solver can be quite
difficult for breeders and breeding organizations.

This paper gives an overview on the OCS-problems that can be solved with R package
optiSel (Wellmann, 2017), and demonstrates the efficiency of the algorithms.

Genetic parameters usable for OCS

Kinship
Often the average pedigree-based kinship in the offspring is managed in OCS, which requires
computing the kinship matrix of the selection candidates. This can be done with package
optiSel about 10 times faster than with other R-packages (Wellmann, 2017). The
recommended alternative, however, is managing the segment-based kinship. The segment-
based kinship between two individuals is the probability that two alleles taken at random
from both individuals belong to identical segments. A sequence of consecutive markers must
have a minimum length (often at least 20 markers, spanning at least 2 Mb) to be considered a
segment.

Native Kinships
The native kinship is the kinship at native alleles, which can be estimated either from the
pedigree (Wellmann et al., 2012), or from marker data. In the pedigree-based approach, an
allele is considered native, if it originates from a native founder. In the marker-based
approach, a haplotype is considered native at a particular marker position, if the segment
containing the marker has low frequency (e.g. smaller than 0.01) in all breeds that had been
used for upgrading.

Native contribution
The native contribution of a selection candidate can be estimated either from the pedigree or
from marker data. The pedigree-based native contribution is the genetic contribution from
native founders. The marker-based native contribution of a selection candidate is the
proportion of its genome classified to be native. The native contribution estimated from
marker data can be considered a quantitative trait and included in a selection index.
Alternatively, a lower bound for the average native contribution in the offspring could be
defined.

Breeding values
Breeding values cannot be estimated with package optiSel, but several suitable R packages
exist for estimating breeding values, including MCMCglmm and asreml-R.

Kinship across breeds
The kinship across breeds is defined as the mean kinship in a hypothetical population
consisting of individuals from different breeds. The proportion of each breed in the
population is such that the population has maximum genetic diversity. Minimizing the kinship
across breeds in the next generation by optimizing the contributions of the selection
candidates has the consequence that the genetic distances between breeds increase.
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Constraint value settings
If the aim of a breeding program is not to minimize inbreeding coefficients, then threshold
values for kinships and/or native kinships are usually computed from the targeted effective
population size (often ), and their current mean values in the population. The current mean
value of a (native) kinship K can be estimated, and then the upper bound for the mean value
in the next generation is obtained as .

Application

For different OCS-approaches the computation time and the expected genetic gain were
computed dependent on the number of selection candidates. 1000 females and a varying
number of male selection candidates were sampled from 11.000 in silico genotyped Angler
cattle with simulated breeding values. The data set is described in Wang et al. (2017b).
Genotypes from Holstein, Red Holstein, Fleckvieh, and Norwegian Red were used to identify
native segments. The females were assumed to have equal numbers of offspring, so only the
contributions of males were optimized. Breeding values and native contributions were
negatively correlated (r = -0.483). The following scenarios were considered:

max.BV: The mean breeding value in the offspring was maximized, while the mean kinship
in the offspring was constrained to achieve Ne=100.

min.sKin: The mean segment-based kinship in the offspring was minimized, while the mean
breeding value and the native contributions were required not to decrease.

min.sKinatN: The mean kinship at native alleles was minimized in the offspring, while the
native contribution was required to increase by 4%, the mean breeding value was required not
to decrease, and the mean kinship in the offspring was constrained to achieve Ne=100 at least.

max.NC: The mean native contribution in the offspring was maximized, while the mean
kinship and the mean kinship at native segments were constrained to achieve Ne=100, and the
mean breeding value was required not to decrease
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Figure 1. Time needed to compute of optimum genetic contributions.

The computing times required to calculate optimum contributions of selection candidates are
shown in Figure 1 for the different scenarios. Minimizing the average kinship at native alleles
took about 100 minutes for 2500 selection candidates. For the other scenarios the computing
time was up to 25 minutes for 2500 selection candidates. Table 1 shows for each scenario the
current value of the optimized parameter and the expected value after one generation of
selection for different numbers of selection candidates. In all cases, little additional gain was
achieved if the number of selection candidates was larger than 1000.

Table 1 Gain after one generation of selection for different numbers of selection candidates

Scenarios current Male Selection Candidates
mean 125 250 500 1000 2000

max.BV 0.000 0.601 0.710 0.838 0.949 1.025
max.NC 0.316 0.339 0.348 0.354 0.361 0.368
min.sKin 0.057 0.055 0.053 0.052 0.051 0.050
min.sKinatN 0.070 0.070 0.066 0.064 0.061 0.059
Gains were estimated from 10 replicates. The values of the optimized parameter are shown in each line.

Conclusion

Breeding programs for livestock breeds, companion animals or zoo populations can have
various objectives. In any case, selecting animals for breeding in the optimum way requires to
compute the optimum frequency of use of each selection candidate. The free R package
optiSel for advanced OCS is able to take the above-mentioned conflicting objectives of
breeding programs into account. It also enables to estimate the population genetic parameters
that need to be controlled, can be used for mate allocation, and will be extended to account
for several rounds of selection per generation.
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